Article 17th September, 2012

Life Skills
‘Every thought we think is creating future.’
‘Obstacles and challenges come to shape
our character.’
Strengths and weaknesses
We welcome the festival of Ganesh
Chaturthi with big bang especially the
Mumbaikars……
Lord Ganesha is famous as obstacle
remover God.
Each one of us has some or the other
tensions, obstacles and challenges. Either we face them, find our ways or we get
exhausted in facing them, unable to find the ways.
Sometimes we take oaths and vows to visit temple, believing in particular God
and the obstacles disappear and our belief goes stronger with that God and that
temple.
Yes, it is true, the belief works for everyone. What you believe it really happens.
Belief starts with thoughts. If you think you can succeed in your exams, you will.
If you think your marriage will not work with the present spouse, it will not. If you
think, you will get due promotion the way you have worked for, you will get it. If
you think you can survive from cancer, you will. If you think, mother in laws are
bad, they will be. If you think people are jealous of you, they will be. If you think,
you can never make millions of money in your life, you will never make.
What is all you callas??? That’s the belief, isn’t it?
Doesn’t this sound true?
For many it sounds true, as they believe strongly. For many, it does not work, as
they have doubts in such a belief.
Again it has a crucial factor attached to it….. that’s another belief, isn’t it?

Your beliefs are like the color of sunglasses, whatever color sunglasses you
wear, you will see the same shade in the external environment…..if you wear
yellow, you see all objects yellow…
If we have fear of height, we will never be able to stay on 30 th floor. If we have fear of water,
we will not be able to swim……that’s the weakness, isn’t it?
“The burden is equal to the horse’s strength.”
-- The Talmud

What are strengths? They are the most empowering thought which can make us work, achieve what
we really want.
What are weaknesses? They are the most disempowering thoughts, which become obstacles and
challenges in what we want to achieve.
But don’t you think the day and night makes the whole day??????
Don’t you think ups and downs are the part of our life????
Don’t you think good and bad exist same time in a person just as the heads and tails exist same time
in a coin????
Don’t you think strengths and weaknesses make the whole of us, the beings????
If you make a list of the two weaknesses and study them, you may discover they match.
Don’t you think, if you have any fear, you feel the situation helpless, you don’t feel confident and the
same gives rise to you as disempowered being or dependent being at mercy of other’s help or even
get manipulated by others as you are ignorant or weak, or even you feel you will be used or taken
advantage of????
Don’t you think if any other person does not have the same fear, there is something lacking in you??
Don’t you think, this can be your weakness and others’ strength???
Life needs us to bring our strengths to the world. To encourage us to do so, we have obstacles,
challenge, weaknesses that give rise to problems that require us to call on our strengths to solve
them. The time we are aware of our weaknesses, the time we want to deal with them powerfully so
as they don’t remain weaknesses, we have converted our weaknesses to strengths. It goes in the
same way, when we have no electricity and when we want light, we will light a candle to remove
darkness, the same way…..Ingenious, don’t you think? ?? Don’t you think weaknesses are the same
side of the coin, whose other side is strengths??? With every challenges and obstacles we can see the
positive and brighter side of life????

“Our weaknesses are divine gifts that when embraced will enable us to make our purposeful
contribution to the whole, which is why we incarnated in the first place.”
-- Andrew Schneider

“We acquire the strength we have overcome.” -- Ralph Waldo Emerson

It is on us, on our thoughts, on our beliefs, on our awareness, on our ever transforming nature to allow
us to empower on our weaknesses……………….

Become aware of your subconscious limitations, your character strengths,
weaknesses and potentials, your life challenges, gifts, talents, and your deepest
desires and aspirations.
Wish you all, an awakened mind full of transformed and enlightened thoughts
forever transforming life…life full of happiness, love, peace and harmony,
dealing powerfully the obstacles and challenges….

Love you all
With Divine Guidance
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